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In [SWZ] we considered the constrained least gradient problem 
inf 
iI 
lVu[ dx: u E Cog’, lVul d 1 a.e., 24 = g on asz , 
R 1 
where Q c R" is an open set and g is a continuous function on XJ satis- 
fying the Lipschitz condition ) g(p) - g(q)\ < 1 p - qj for all p, q E aQ. This 
study was motivated by work of Kohn and Strang [KoS] who showed that 
(1) arises as the relaxation of a nonconvex variational problem in optimal 
design. The main purpose of [SWZ] was to show that the solution u to (1) 
can be explicitly constructed by equating the set {U 3 r} with the solution 
to the obstacle problem 
inf(P(E,Q):G;Z E=,L,.i?n(M)'=@), (2) 
where P(E, Q) denotes the perimeter of E in 0 and where L and A4 are 
closed sets that depend on t and satisfy an interior ball condition of radius 
R. That is, for each x E L, we assume there is a ball B c L of radius r >/ R 
such that x E B, and similarly for M. We also assume that L n (AI)'= 0. 
This naturally led us to the question of regularity of solutions of (2). The 
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strongest previous result on this question was due to Tamanini [T] who 
showed that a minimizer E of (2) satisfies 
in a neighborhood of 2LuSM. In this paper we show that this can be 
improved to C’.’ regularity. We note that this is essentially optimal in light 
of the example in [SWZ, Fig. 31. The example shows that dE is not of class 
C2. Our techniques are fashioned after those that appear in [CR]. 
In the following, we discuss some preliminary regularity properties of the 
boundary of the obstacles L and h4. Near any p E aEn a(L u M) n Q, we 
know from [T] that 8E can be represented as the graph of a C’.“’ function 
U. We take a coordinate system of the form (s, ~9). valid for 1x1 ~6, with 
p = (0, 0), where .Y E R” ’ lies in the tangent plane to the graph of u at 0 
and where J’ E R’. Here 6 depends on the C’ ’ “-norm of U. For convenience 
of notation, we also take Vu(O) = 0. By taking 6 smaller if necessary, we 
may assume that L lies below the graph of u and that M lies above it. 
We begin with an elementary proposition which states that SL n Q and 
aM n Q are locally graphs of Lipschitz functions. 
LEMMA 1. Let x0 = (0, 0) E ?E n I?L n 0. Then there esist constants 
6 = 6(R) and K = K(R) such that ,for 1.~1 < 6, c?L can be represented as the 
graph of a Lipschitz function f “with Lipschit; constant K. Sirnilarl~: near 
x,, E dE n dMn R, 2M can be represented as the graph F of a Lipschit: 
function. 
Proof As stated above, we can introduce a coordinate system centered 
at s0 E ?E n SL, where SE is representable as the graph of a CL,“‘-function 
u=u(x), XE RN-‘. Furthermore, we may assume the coordinate chosen so 
that 
u(o)=vu(o)=o. 
Hence, there exist constants Cl and 6 >O depending only on (Iz.II~‘.‘L such 
that 
for 1.~1 < 6. Let 
ft.y)=SUp(y: (S, J’)EL, J*<a(x)) 
and observe that 
f(-x, B u(x) s Cl I?r13 2 for IsI < 6 (3) 
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because E 3 L. Moreover, since .Y,,E c7L, it follows that there is a ball of 
radius R centered at (0, -R) such that (.K,~(.Y)) lies above the ball. That 
is. 
(4) 
Now we claim that there exists 6, = 6 ,(6, C,, R) < 6 such that for 1.~~1 < 6,, 
the center (a,, b,) of the ball whose boundary contains (.Y,, ./IX,)) satislies 
Ix, -u,I < iR, (5) 
where 2 = %(6,, C,, R) < 1. If this claim were not true, then a sequence (.Y,) 
could be found such that (x- a,J = R with 1~~1 -+0, where (a,, bi) is the 
center of the ball whose boundary contains (x,,~(s,)). Since 
(l’-f(s,)l’+(.u--iJ~=R~ (6) 
by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we find that {u,) must converge 
to a point a, E R” - ’ such that 
laOI = R. (7) 
Hence, by (6) we find that there exists a ball centered at (uo, 0) whose 
boundary contains (0,O). However, the boundary of the ball centered at 
(0, -R) also contains (0,O) which contradicts (3), thus establishing the 
claim. 
Now consider any point X, E R” ’ such that IX, 1 < S,/4. Suppose 
(.u,,.f(.~,)) lies on the boundary of the ball centered at (a,, b,). Note that 
for .Y satisfying IX-X,/ ~((1 -i)/2)R, we have IX--a,1 < IX-x,I + 
Is, --a,1 <((l -i)/2)R+AR=pR, where p=(l+A)/Z<l. Using the 
fact that the equation of the upper hemisphere is given by ~9 = b, + 
\/R’-- Is--a,l’, for .Y such that Is-x,I <((l -i)/2)R, we obtain 
IVV(.K)l = I-y--cI,I <I’.LC 
t:;R’- IuK-u,l” 1 -/L2 R ” 
where Cz = C,(C,, R). Also, we have 
S2,~ -= - 2, (x, - u,)(.u,- a,) 
sx; 2x, ,~R’-~,~-~~‘-(R’-).K-u~~)“‘ 
Thus, from (9) we obtain 
(10) 
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for Ix-x,l<((1-~)/2)R,whereC3=C3(C,,R).Hence,forh~R”~‘such 
that Ih( < min(6,/4, (( 1 - 1)/2)R)) we have from Taylor’s Theorem, (8), 
and (10) 
J?(x,+h)B?‘(x,)-C,Jhl-C,Ihl”. (11) 
Then, since f(x, + h) > 11(x, + A) while f(xr) = ~$xr) it follows that 
f(x, + h) af(x,) - c, 1121 - c, IhI”. (12) 
This argument can now be repeated starting at x, + h instead of x, , where 
x, is is before and IhI < min(6,/4, (( 1 - A)/2)R). Note that bounds (8) and 
(10) are unchanged; thus we obtain 
so that 
-C,-C,Jhl <f(xI+h)-f(x,) 
lhl 
<Cz+C31hl 
thus proving that f is Lipschitz. m 
LEMMA 2. There are constants C,, Cz depending only on R and the 
C’, I;“-norm of u such that 
p$ Cf(xo+h)+f(s,-h)-~~(.u,)l~ -C, 
~CF(I,+~)+F(*,-~)-~F(~,)]~C~ 
for all small IxO( and Ihl. 
Proof: We proceed to establish only the first inequality, the proof of the 
second being similar. In light of the uniform interior ball condition satisfied 
by L, we conclude that for each 1x,-,( sufliciently small, there is a ball B(R) 
contained within L whose boundary contains (x0, f(xo)). Observe that this 
ball contains a ball B(q, r) with r < R such that (x,, f(x,,)) E dB(q, r) and 
the center q = (a, 6) sat&lies (a( < 6. Note also that r depends only on R. 
Near such a point (x,, f (x,)), the boundary of the ball can be written as 
J’= --b+Jr’- Ix-al”, 
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and therefore 
which implies 
2 86’ 
6-+- 
r r 
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whenever 1.~ - aJ d 6r. Hence, by Taylor’s Theorem, we have 
h.(a-s,) 
J’(.u,+h)>,I’(x,)+ , 
jrZ-jxO-a12 
-C,lhl’, 
whenever 1x01, Ix0 + hl < 6r, where C, depends on r and the C’,‘,‘-norm of 
U. Since f(+,) = J’(.Y~) and for other values f dominates y, it follows that 
& Cf(so+h)+f(s,-h)-2f(x,,)lB -c,. I 
THEOREM 3. [f E is a minimizer of (2), then there is u set sing (YE qf 
Hausdorff dimension at most n - 8 such that 
(i) 8E is real anul?*tic in a neighborhood of each point in 
52 n dE-( sing aE u L u M). 
(ii) aE is C’~L-regular in a neighborhood of each point of 
Qni?En(aLuaM). 
Proof: Since aE is area minimizing in Q - (L u M), part (i ) is a conse- 
quence of well-known results in minimal surface theory [G]. 
For the proof of (ii), let p E (Q n 8E) n (aL u aA4). Then as in Lemma 2, 
there is a neighborhood of p such that E can be represented as the graph 
of a cl.‘:2 -function u that lies between the graphs of functions f and F that 
represent respectively dL and a&f. The function u therefore satisfies a 
double-obstacle problem for the minimal surface operator. That is, after the 
introduction of a suitable set of coordinates, so that u(O) = 0. Du(0) = 0, 
there exists b > 0 such that with B(O,6) = U 
J 
- Du.D(o-u)d~x>o 
C’ Jl+jDul’ ’ 
(13) 
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for all L’ E K= C’.‘( 0) n { 1:: L’ = K on 8U, f < L’ < F on 0). Furthermore, by 
Lemma 2 we may assume f and F belong to C’.‘( 0) with 
& Cf(-~o+~~)+f(.Yo-h)-?f‘(.~o)l3 c, 
6 [F(x,, + h) + F(s, - 11) - 2F(.u,)] d + Cl 
(14) 
for all )-Y~/ and J/z/ sufficiently small. We now consider a smooth 
approximation to problem (13) by changing the obstacles slightly. That is, 
we add a small amount to F, substract a similar amount fromf, and then 
mollify these functions so that the resulting functions fE and FE satisfy 
.f, < FE in D. If U, denotes locally the graph of the solution to the double- 
obstacle problem with these mollified obstacles, then f, d U, d F, on 8U. 
The mollified functions ,f, and F, are elements of CE( U) and satisfy (14). 
If we consider the corresponding double-obstacle problem with f, and F, 
replacing f and F, then we know that the corresponding solution u, is 
C’,‘(U); cf. [KS]. 
Assuming the validity of Lemmas 4 and 5 below, we obtain a priori 
estimates on the first and second derivatives of II,. That is, we have that 
and that if CT’ cc U, then 
IDp,I < c a.e. on U’, (15) 
where C depends only on the C’.’ 2- norm of u, the constants of (14), and 
U’ but not on any of the other properties off, and F,. This is sufficient to 
establish our result because Vu is Lipschitz and thus (15) implies that the 
difference quotients of the first derivatives are uniformly bounded indepen- 
dent of E. Therefore, by the Arzela-Ascoli compactness theorem, we have (for 
a subsequence) that U, converges uniformly to some function MJ and similarly 
for its first derivatives. Clearly, u’ is a solution of Problem (13). Since any C’ 
solution of Problem (13) is unique [KS], it follows that u = N. [ 
For the purposes of Lemmas 4 and 5 below, it is sufficient to consider 
Problem (13) with F and f replaced by F, and f,. For simplicity of nota- 
tion, we drop the subscript E and assume instead that F and f are smooth 
with f < F in I??. The associated C’,’ -solution is denoted by U. This brings 
us to the following Lemma. 
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LEMMA 4. Let u be the solution of Pt-olden1 (13), wlhere .f and F are 
assumed to be smooth. Let 
A, = Un {x: u(x)=,~‘(s)~~ 
A,= Un (x: u(x)= F(x):. 
A,=Un~s:~‘(.u)<u(.~)<F(x)l,. 
Then, there e.uists a constant C depending only on the constants in (14) and 
the C’.L’2-norn~ qf u such that for each second order partial derioatitle 
(i) lDij.fl Q C OH (11, 
(ii) ID,,F( <C OH A,, 
(iii) 
lim sup lD,;u( y)I d C 
:: 24: 
utiiform!,~,for xtz ?A, n (A, u A,). 
Pro@ First, we prove that if x, E A,, then 
Mf(.u,)dO, 
where M denotes the mean curvature operator 
where 
a”(p) = 
6” PiPj 
J1+ IpI?- (1t (p12)“:” 
(16) 
Observe that the nonnegative function u --fattains its minimum on /i L and 
therefore Vu = Vf on A,. Now, if we had AIf > 0, then we could choose 
11, q > 0 such that 
Here we have used the fact that Du(.u,) = Df(x, ). Let 
g(.u)=.f(s)+E(q2- Ix-s,12) 
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so that g=fon 13B(x,, q) and for E suffkiently small 
d(Du) -, a2&T >. dXi s.u, in B(s,, r]). 
But near x, , u is a supersolution of the minimal surface equation since we 
may assume that u < F near X, Hence, 
a"( Du) 
d'u 
-GO 
S.Ki d.Ki 
in B(x,, 9). 
Since g = f < u on dB(x,, q), we must have g< u in B(x,, q); cf. [GT, 
Theorem 9.13, which is a contradiction at x,. Thus, we have shown that 
Mf(x,)BO. 
We now proceed to obtain bounds on the second derivatives off at 
a point sr of A,. For this purpose, note that (14) implies that for any 
direction r 
D<<(f)2 4, (17) 
and similarly 
Dgg(F)GCz. (18) 
For any direction 5, we may assume that < corresponds to the .x,-axis and 
that the other directions are chosen so that 
Dvf(x,)=O for i#j. 
Then we have 
so that by (14) and (17) 
That is, 
lD:cf(.~*)l GC. 
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Since this is true for any direction r we obtain that on JI, 
lDijfl 6 c (19) 
and similarly on A2 
ID,FI d c. (20) 
This establishes (i) and (ii). 
For the analysis of (iii), we consider the open set A, and analyze the 
behavior of the pure second derivatives of u at the boundary. The analysis 
will be focused on the three sets represented by the decomposition 
If sEan,nn,, the main result of [C, Theorem l] implies that for any 
direction <, 
uniformly in s, thus establishing 
with C from (19). Since Mu=0 in LI, and IDu( <C, it follows from the 
above inequality (as in the proof of (19)) that 
Since this is true for any direction 5, it follows that 
for x E 8,4, n A,. A similar result holds for x E iin, n A2 so we now 
conclude that 
uniformly for x~EA3n(A,uA,). 1 
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LEMMA 5. Let 14 be a solution of Problem (13) wherefand F are assumed 
to be smooth. Then, for each U’ cc U there is a constant C depending onI>, 
on the constants in (14) and the C’.“2-norm qf u such that 
IDo”l d c almost everywhere on U’. 
Proqf: Let L denote the operator 
Lw = $ [a”(Du) co,,], 
I 
where the a0 are defined by ( 16). In view of the fact that 14 E C’. l(U), in 
particular that UE C’( u), this operator is well defined. Moreover, since 
Vu/ <C, on U, it follows that 
and 
on U, where I. and M are constants depending only on C3. Now suppose 
U’cc U and choose q E C,l( U) such that q = 1 on U’, q > 0. We now 
consider the operator L defined on the open set A,. Then, with o = uts, 
which is smooth in A,, it can be shown (cf. [KS, p. 1271) 
L(v]u;=) = 2 + go 
. I 
with 
gi = -q(a”(Du)): z4:, + 2aiJq,uez 
go= fit:: [aijqj] - rfi(ai’(Du))tuSj. 
We intend to invoke [GT, Theorem 8.163 as applied to L(~u:~) on proper 
subdomains of A,. For this it is necessary to obtain Lp bounds for g; and 
g,. Since UE C’s’( U), we see that D”u exists almost everywhere on A, in 
particular. Choose such a point .Y, of differentiability. Since f -c F it follows 
that near x1, u is a supersolution of the minimal surface equation. 
Moreover, since X, is a point at which u-f assumes a minimum, we have 
Du(x,)=Df(x,). Using both the ellipticity of the matrix a”(Du) and the 
fact that the matrix D’(u - f)(x,) is nonnegative, we have 
Oaa”(Du) D,u(x,)Za”(Du) D,,f(x,)=a!‘(Df) D,f(x,). 
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By appealing lo (19) it follows that (MuI d C almost everywhere on n ,. 
A similar argument establishes the same conclusion on AI. Since Mu = 0 
on A, we have IMul Q C a.e. on U, and we now are able to obtain local 
Lp estimates on the second derivatives of u in Cr. Indeed, by [GT, 
Theorem 9.111, we have that if 1 < p < 8x and Vcc Cl then 
llD’zrll,;,-G c, 
where C depends on p, n, V, and the C’.‘.‘-norm of U. Now let 
n,,=n,n~s:~((S,~A,)>E). 
and 
(2.2) 
cl”= {s: q(x)>O) cc u. 
For sufficiently small E > 0, it follows from (21 ) that 
(D’u(J-)( <c+ 1 
for almost every FE nE uniformly close to Sn, n (/1, u II,). Since u is 
analytic in /i,, it follows that uts E CT(n,) n l+“,‘(n,). Hence, 
sup (~U<f)<SUP (r/u<<)+ sup (ilU<<) 
L7.1i PC” ? ,.r C”’ I, 
do+(c+ 1). 
In view of (22) we may now appeal to [GT, Theorem 8.163 to conclude 
that I~uJ < C’ on II,, where C’ depends on C from estimate (22), and A,. 
Since this is valid for every directi on 4, we have that lD2ul EL&( C’n A,) 
whenever Vcc U since lJf>O/le = ,*I,. 
We now show that (D’u( E L”(A, u A,), which along with 
ID%l l L;,( Vn A,) for every L/cc/i, is sufficient to establish (15) and 
thus conclude the proof. Note that Vu = Vf everywhere on A,. Since Vu 
is Lipschitz, it is differentiable almost everywhere. Moreover, Vu =Vf 
everywhere on A, and since almost every point of A, is a point of linear 
metric density [S, p. 2981, we may conclude that D’u = D’f almost 
everywhere on A,. Hence, ID,ul E Lx(A,) from (19). Similarly, we 
conclude that ID,ul E L”(A,). 1 
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